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IL-12 shows promise as adjuvant in vaccines
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A veterinarian and her clients reach out
From time to lime we repon on unusual

sort of adopting the Lakota Sioux of

activities of one of our alumnae/i.

South Dakota. since !hey are by far the

Following is a report oy Eileen Rowan.

poorest of all our North American

V'77, who, together with her clients. has

Indians. The reservation runs 85%

reached out to the Lakota Sioux of South

unemployment and 50% welfare. There

Dakota.

are no major cities anywhere close by.
Their reservation lacks rich mineral
deposits, and !here ts no tourism. Forget

It all started 4 years ago when T

visited Taos, New Mex.ico on a skL trip.

gambling casinos...there is no population

and began reading up on the local Pueblo
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books on the shelves during my visit in
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parlor. The University of Pennsylvania
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School of Veterinary Medicine has
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many different careers. We hope to give

Ocean and an outlet mall. We even had
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choice. and not rerum home within
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Our specia I project for 1994 is to

